
The Power of Pressure 

 

SCOTTISH philosopher Thomas Carlyle is said to have written, “No pressure, no 

diamonds.” And it’s true. We need to rethink how we think of pressure and how we manage 

it. In The Power of Pressure, Dane Jensen says, “Pressure isn’t just a nasty by-product of 

life, it’s an essential input into high performance. A life well-lived requires pressure.” If we 

can link pressure to growth, we have a great foundation to work from. 

So, while most of us try to eliminate or avoid pressure, maybe we need to see it as an ally. 

Jensen provides the understanding to do just that. He says, “pressure has patterns, and 

those patterns repeat.” What creates pressure is the need to do something, and that 

distinguishes it from other states like stress, fear, or grief. Unfortunately, just when we feel 

the need to do something, “our body’s default response to pressure robs us of the very 

abilities that can most help us manage our response to pressure.” That’s the paradox of 

pressure. We can become so narrowly focused under pressure that our ability to process 

information shrinks, and our ability to absorb helpful information diminishes. Over the 

long haul, if we stay in this high-pressure state, this narrow focus can become our brain’s 

default. So, we need a strategy. 

Two Kinds of Pressure 

Broadly speaking, there are peak pressure moments — “short, violent bursts of 

extreme importance and uncertainty” — and there is pressure over the long haul — 

“periods of grinding volume mixed with importance and uncertainty along the way.” To 

manage them well, we need to respond differently to each. 



Peak pressure moments are those that have a beginning and an end and “with a clear 

range of outcomes” like a race, a test, or a speech. When the moment is over, so is the 

pressure. “In peak pressure moments, the goal is simple: perform.” It is about “performing 

to the peak of your abilities instead of shrinking from the moment.” 

Long haul pressure is different. It can be pressure leading to a peak pressure moment, 

or, more often, it can simply exist. “This type of long haul can come on gradually, as 

additional sources of pressure are slowly layered on, one by one, until you realize you are 

no longer sleeping well at night or are feeling emotionally overwhelmed, unable to focus.” 

Jensen has identified three factors common to all pressure that exist in some combination: 

high importance, high uncertainty, and high volume. Together they form the Pressure 

Equation: 

PRESSURE = IMPORTANCE x UNCERTAINTY x VOLUME 

Importance has to do with the importance of the outcome. If you see the outcome of a 

situation as important, it will create some kind of pressure. But combined with 

uncertainty, it becomes intense pressure. Volume is what makes pressure relentless — 

the volume of importance. And we can all relate (well, most of us) to this from an example 

in the book: 

No team of people, no matter how capable or well-meaning, can truly attend to 189 things 

— which means that inevitably some of these important, uncertain items will migrate to the 

periphery, creating pressure each time you think of them and feel the sting of guilt over 

there neglect. 

With this in mind, we need to become what Jensen calls Pressure Ambidextrous. That 

is to say, learning to be “better at both performing in peak pressure moments and 

approaching the long haul with a sense of challenge, commitment, and motivation.” This is 

where his Power of Pressure Model is helpful. 

  



 

  

Jensen takes six chapters to explain the strategy for each type of pressure and how we can 

best use it to our advantage. Each chapter has fresh, well-thought-out perspectives, 

behaviors, and insightful questions to guide us through the model. He gives this overview 

of each strategy as it relates to the two pressure types: 

Long Haul Importance: Connect with why it matters. Over the long haul, navigating 

importance is about creating a clear line of sight from the day-to-day grind to what matters 

most to you. It’s about keeping importance front and center in the midst of all the ups and 

downs that accompany any busy life. When our daily decisions become disconnected from 

what matters to us for too long, it is hard to sustain a sense of commitment to the journey.  

 

Long Haul Uncertainty: Embrace inevitable uncertainty. High performers adopt a 

mindset over the long haul that embraces the uncertainty inherent in our lives. This 

mindset consists of an often challenging combination of accepting that there are things we 

cannot control (and that therefore may not go our way) while at the same time holding a 

sense of optimism about the future. It is a belief that if we focus on our own actions, 

everything will work out as it should. Optimism is the difference between simply accepting 

uncertainty and actually embracing it.  

 

Long Haul Volume: Consciously fuel and recover. Navigating the volume of the long 

haul is impossible if your body isn’t given what it needs to keep up. The long haul requires 

sufficient sleep and an approach to food and movement that supports your ability to show 

up energized, with an even emotional keel, to tackle another high-pressure day, week, or 

month.  



 

Peak Pressure Moments Importance: See what’s not at stake. In peak pressure 

moments, we often give the stakes too much weight. Consciously or unconsciously, we 

focus everything we have to win or lose, and lose sight of what won’t change regardless of 

the outcome. Learning to see the entire picture — both what’s at stake and what isn’t at 

stake — is vital to regulating emotion and performing well in peak pressure moments.  

 

Peak Pressure Moments Uncertainty: Take direct action. Direct action is our biggest 

ally when it comes to taming uncertainty. Identifying what we can control and then 

focusing on making progress (however small) is the surest antidote to uncertainty under 

pressure. This requires first separating out what you can control (your behavior and 

mindset) from what you can’t (other people and outcomes). In many ways, direct action is 

the central skill in navigating peak pressure.  

 

Peak Pressure Moments Volume: Simplify. One of the greatest derailers of performance 

is distraction. When it comes to volume in our peak pressure moments, the imperative is 

quite straightforward: eliminate it. Put aside anything that isn’t directly related to 

performance so that your focus can be complete and total. Of course, that is easier said 

than done. 

Jensen says that much of this boils down to attention control. “The ultimate solution to 

the pressure equation is being able to consciously and deliberately direct the spotlight of 

our attention to focus on the thoughts, beliefs, and habits that support us rather than 

undermine us.” 

The Power of Pressure is an outstanding book, and you can find whitepapers to support 

these ideas on his website. 

* * * 

 

Follow us on Instagram and Twitter for additional leadership and personal 

development ideas. 


